STUDENTS SEARCHABLE BY PREFERRED NAME
If a student has indicated in Banner they have a nickname, this is being populated instead of their true first name.

REMINDER ABOUT NEW STUDENT DATA
First term data does not appear for new students until their first term of enrollment is complete. For example, if a student took courses at another institution during summer 2019, but was not admitted to VT until Fall 2019, their transfer credit cannot be awarded until their term of admission in Navigate. However, everything will appear in HokieSPA as usual.

Top user within the platform for the month of December 2019 is Kevin Wogenrich from Human Nutrition, Foods, and Exercise with the most active time on Navigate!

NEW TAGS
Beginning spring 2020, University Scholarships and Financial Aid will be tagging students who are on Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) contracts. Details about the tags as well as timing of when students will be tagged can be found HERE. Reminder, tags have to be manually added and removed and are not imported from Banner.

NEW CATEGORIES
With the new year come new categories that are being pulled from Banner nightly. Those include: Honors, Active Registration Holds, FERPA waiver on file, FAFSA filed for current term, Corps of Cadets membership.

NEW OUTCOME WHEN CLOSING CASES
If you issue an alert for a student in Navigate and you receive a closed case email with the reason “Other Action Taken” this means the office has determined they do not necessarily need to interact with the student themselves, but have made others on campus aware of the situation based on information that office may have.